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Getting started in the garden
Whether you are starting a new garden from a fresh plot or are developing an existing garden you have
acquired, it will always involve a certain amount of care. To help you be as efficient as possible in the
garden you will require the right gardening tool for the right job. Many of these core tools will be in
constant use so choosing good quality, reliable equipment that is lightweight and comfortable in use
is important.
Gardening is a very rewarding leisure activity – it offers you exercise, fresh air, a feeling of achievement and
in return can provide you with either a lovely garden, which is an extension to the living area of your home,
or garden grown vegetables to eat, or even both. So whether you want to create a relaxing outdoor space to
enjoy or establish a vegetable and fruit growing area, you are going to need the right tools to help you do it.
On these pages we highlight some of the key tools you will need for a new garden. There may be
others you find you need but these will give you a good mix of tools along with other equipment to get you
started. Or if you have a mature garden which now needs a greater focus on maintenance you may find our
suggested list of maintenance equipment useful.

An introduction to multi-change®
Gardening without the backache!
Our multi-change® range is specifically designed to be lightweight and comfortable to use.
The ‘every tool head fits every handle’ multi-change® range comprises of a selection of
15 handles of different lengths (to suit your height or the task at hand) and over 60 tool
heads to cater for any type of gardening task.
When you find a handle that you love, you can choose from our comprehensive selection
of tool heads and just ‘click’ them together to get any gardening job done with a straight back.
When you have your handle, you can keep adding to your collection of tool heads as it only
takes a quick press of a button to release one tool head and swap it for another.

multi-change® in 3 easy steps
STEP 1

Every tool head in this collection is designed to fit whichever handle you
purchase so you can convert from cultivating to weeding to raking by
switching tool heads and using the same handle, saving you storage
space, money and most importantly a lot of backache!
WOLF-Garten provides superior-quality materials,
excellent workmanship, innovative function and
excellent design. All features which are bundled in
the WOLF-Garten quality guarantee of 10 years on
all multi-change® tools.

10

Select a handle
to suit your height
or task at hand

STEP 2

Choose the appropriate tool
head for the task in hand
2

STEP 3

Simply click the tool head
onto the handle

click

system

multi-change®
Tools

multi-change® Handles
A handle is the starting point for any
multi-change® collection, whether it’s for
general use or for a more specific application.
All of our lightweight metal handles are made
using recycled aluminium, while our wooden
handles are FSC® certified.
Each handle has a fixed seat guaranteed to
withstand vibration and absorb shock when in
use.
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ZM02

ZM04

Small Handle

Length
Trade Pack
RRP

Suitable for use with hand saws and
rockery tools
Push button tool head release on
handle end

l

l

l

l

5

RRP

£6.99

Suitable for use with hand trowel and
fork
Made from lightweight, strong, high
quality aluminium

l

l

£9.99

Made from lightweight, strong, high
quality aluminium
Comfortable plastic sleeve

Aluminium Handle

ZMI15

Aluminium Handle

Length

117cm

Length

142cm

10

RRP
l
l

£9.99

Trade Pack

10

RRP

£10.99

Wooden Handle ZM150

Wooden Handle ZM170

Wooden Handle

140cm Length

150cm Length

170cm

l
l
l
l

10 Trade Pack
£17.99 RRP

£15.99 RRP

RRP

4 009269 394437

10
£18.99

Aluminium socket with hardwood shaft
Push button tool-head release on handle
Fits all multi-change® tool heads
Made of FSC® certified Ash

4 009269 394413

Made from lightweight, strong, high
quality aluminium
Comfortable plastic sleeve
Fits all multi-change® tool heads

Wooden Handle
100cm
10
£18.99

ZMV3

4 009269 394468

6

RRP

£24.99

l

Adjustable in length

l

Fits all multi-change® tool heads

l

Made from lightweight strong, high

10

quality aluminium

140cm

Trade Pack

10

RRP

£19.99

6

RRP

l

90-150cm

Trade Pack

Wooden Handle

Length

170-300cm

Trade Pack

l

ZM140W

Telescopic Handle

Length

l

Telescopic Handle

Length

4 008423 867596

4 009269 394451

4 009269 394406

Length

10 Trade Pack

l

£19.99

ZMV150

ZM170W

4

Wooden Handle

Length

170cm

Trade Pack

10

RRP

£22.99

Aluminium socket with PVC grip and hanger
Push button tool-head release on handle
Fits all multi-change® tool heads
Made of FSC® certified Ash

4 009269 393829

ZM140
Trade Pack

l

RRP

l

5

RRP

Trade Pack

l

4 009269 393805

Trade Pack

Length

l

120cm

4 009269 394277

ZM100W

l

Strong but lightweight aluminium handle with PVC sleeve
2 sizes available

Aluminium D-Grip Handle

Length

4 009269 166003

ZMI12
Trade Pack

ZMAD120

l

4 009269 394482

4 009269 394307

85cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP

£4.99

Aluminium D-Grip Handle

Length

35cm

Trade Pack

10

ZMAD

Small Handle

Length

15cm

£35.99

4 009269 394499

ZMV4

Telescopic Handle

Length

220-400cm

Trade Pack

6

RRP

£39.99

Strong but lightweight aluminium handle with PVC sleeve
Adjustable in length
Fits all multi-change® tool heads

4 009269 396004

4 009269 397001

multi-change®
Tools Handles

multi-change®
Cultivation Tools
The multi-change® Cultivation Tool range
incorporates all the tools needed to keep borders
in blooming good health, as well as the tools
required for an allotment area. Each tool has
a solid, robust design with tines, prongs and
blades that will resist bending, wear and
corrosion.
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BAM

Grubber

Width

9cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

£15.99

For breaking up soil between plants in
beds and borders
Sharp pointed prongs for hard and
stony ground

BEM

Cultivator

Width

11cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

£18.99

Lance shaped prongs break up medium
soils for good nutrient distribution
Durable zinc chrome plate and lacquer
finish

IEM

Cultiweeder

Width

10cm

Trade Pack

4

RRP
l

l

£19.99

Lance shaped prongs break up and
loosen soil
Sharp weeding blade on rear cuts
through weeds fast
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4 009269 111003

4 009269 110006

BIM
Width

Aerator

ILM3

3.5cm

Width

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

5
£15.99

Loosens soil with ease in confined
spaces, for optimum nutrient
distribution
Extra hardened with lacquer finish

Double Hoe
8cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

4 009269 138000

£16.99

Broad, sharp angled blade for weeding
or drawing out seed drills
Sharp prongs on rear break up heavy
soil

DAS

Soil Miller

Width

15cm

Trade Pack

3

RRP
l

l

l

6

£44.99

Crumbles soil into a fine tilth for
sowing seeds or planting
Mixes peat, manure and fertiliser into
the soil
Rear blade keeps tool at a
constant depth

multi-change®
Cultivation Tools

4 009269 112000

4 009269 139403

4 009269 117203

JAM

Ridger

Trade Pack
RRP

l

l

EAM

3

Seed Sower

Trade Pack

£29.99

RRP

For producing up to 20cm wide furrows
for planting potatoes etc
For ridging up and earthing up
around plants

l

l

4 009269 138505

5
£15.99

Saves time and effort by sowing seeds
uniformly in rows without bending
6 adjustable seed size settings - up to
pea size

4 009269 181402

7
DSM19

Close Toothed Rake

Width

19cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

£13.99

Rake with curved teeth which are easily
pulled through soil and gravel
Durable zinc chrome plate and lacquer
finish

DRM30

Soil Rake

Width

30cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

£16.99

Universal garden rake with solid, high
quality steel head and curved teeth for
easy soil penetration

DOM40

Bow Rake

Width

40cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

£22.99

Curved teeth can be pulled through
soil and gravel smoothly and easily
Flat top for levelling seed beds

multi-change®
Cultivation Tools

4 009269 122900

4 009269 121408

5

4 009269 120609

Gloves
The WOLF-Garten Gloves
range are specifically
designed to cater for
different gardening tasks,
making it easy to find a
pair that fits the needs.
They keep hands well
protected, are robust,
durable and machinewashable. Integrated
pores allow the skin to
breathe and all gloves
are available in different
sizes. See page 45 for
more details.

DHM

Dutch Hoe

Width

13cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l
l

£14.99

Traditional popular design
One-piece blade for extra strength

RFM10

Push/Pull Weeder

Width

10cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

£15.99

Wavy dual edge blade works backwards
and forwards below soil level cutting
through weeds
Sideguards let you work close to plants
without damaging them

4 009269 234825

4 009269 323123

RFM15

Push/Pull Weeder

Width
Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

SHM

15cm

Swoe Style Hoe

Width

5

12cm

Trade Pack

£19.99

5

RRP

Wavy dual edge blade works backwards
and forwards below soil level cutting
through weeds
Sideguards let you work close to plants
without damaging them

l

l

£14.99

Ideal for weeding around and behind
plants in tight situations
Push and pull action severing weeds
from their roots
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4 009269 233026

4 009269 138208

8
HUM10

Small Draw Hoe

Width

10cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

5
£14.99

Ideal for hoeing in small or confined
areas
Strong swan-neck arm

HWM15
Width

Draw Hoe

LUGM

Hand Fork

LUSM

Hand Trowel

15cm

Width

7.5cm

Width

8cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

l

5
£19.99

For hoeing, weeding and trenching
Ideal for working around broad leaved
shrubs and plants
Strong swan-neck arm

Trade Pack
RRP

5
£14.99

Trade Pack

5

RRP

l

For planting and transplanting

l

l

High quality robust design with four

l

£14.99

For planting and transplanting
Robust and strong trowel

strong tines

multi-change®
Cultivation Tools

4 009269 135009

4 009269 136501

4 009269 290821

4 009269 290623

LAM

Mini Cultivator

Width

7cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

£9.99

Loosens small beds carefully for
optimum nutrient supply
Particularly durable thanks to 3 fold
sealing

LBM

Small Cultiweeder

Width

7cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

£9.99

For weeding and breaking up soil in
small areas or in closely planted beds,
borders or containers
Prongs loosen soil and sharp blade
slices through weeds

LCM

11cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

£9.99

For sweeping up debris and
loosening soil in confined areas
Strong steel tines

LDM
		
Width

Fan Rake
11cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

4 009269 173001

4 009269 171502

4 009269 171007

Small Sweep

Width

5
£9.99

Sweeps areas with ease
Tines are made of flexible hardened
spring steel which will not bend in use

4 009269 173506

9
LFM

Small Crumbler

Width

7cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

5
£9.99

Breaks up soil in the hardest places
Useful in small beds and confined
areas

LJM

Small Rake

Width

8cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

5
£9.99

Fine curved teeth for easy weeding and
aerating even in the smallest
flowerbeds

LLM

Small Double Hoe

Width

5cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

5
£9.99

Small pointed blade for making seed
drills
Twin prongs break up heavy soil

LNM

Mini Hoe

Width

7cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

Loosen all soil effortlessly - simply turn
around to hoe
Particularly durable thanks to 3 fold
sealing

multi-change®
Cultivation Tools

4 009269 174008

4 009269 174503

4 009269 176606

5
£9.99

4 009269 176408

LAMZM30

Mini Cultivator with Handle

Width

7cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

£14.99

Loosens small beds carefully for
optimum nutrient supply
Particularly durable thanks to 3 fold
sealing

LBMZM30 Small Cultiweeder with Handle

LDMZM30

Width

Width

7cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

£14.99

For weeding and breaking up soil in
small areas or in closely planted beds,
borders or containers
Prongs loosen soil and sharp blades
slice through weeds

11cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l
l

£14.99

Sweeps areas with ease
Tines are made of flexible hardened
spring steel which will not bend in use
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4 009269 173568

4 009269 171564

4 009269 171069

Fan Rake with Handle

10
LFMZM30

Small Crumbler with Handle

Width

7cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

5
£14.99

Breaks up soil in the hardest places
Useful in small beds and confined
areas

LJMZM30

Small Rake with Handle

Width

8cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

5
£14.99

Fine curved teeth for easy weeding and
aerating even in the smallest
flowerbeds

LLMZM30

Small Double Hoe with Handle

Width

5cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

5
£14.99

Small pointed blade for making seed
drills
Twin prongs break up heavy soil

LNMZM30

Mini Hoe with Handle

Width

7cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

5
£14.99

Loosen all soil effortlessly - simply turn
around to hoe
Particularly durable thanks to 3-fold
sealing

multi-change®
Cultivation Tools

4 009269 174060

4 009269 174565

4 009269 176668

4 009269 176460

multi-change® Lawn Care
The multi-change® Lawn Care range is a
comprehensive range of premium quality
garden tools for a beautiful lawn, year after
year. To create the perfect lawn, it is essential to
remove organic matter from the grass roots and
to tidy up any straggly lateral growth every 6-8
weeks.
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RMM

RRP

l
l

Lawn Edge Trimmer

Trade Pack

22.5cm

Trade Pack

l

RBM

Lawn Edge Iron

Width

RRP

5

3
£54.99

UAM

Springtine Rake

Width

50cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP

£19.99

Cuts turf to create a neat edge
Traditional half moon design
Blade stays sharp in use

l

l
l

Cuts perfect edges of any shape or
size whilst keeping your back straight
Easy to manoeuvre
Sharp serrated blades for clean cutting
performance

l

l

Unique curved fan shape, cleans and
collects grass from large areas
Specially designed tines which won’t
dig into the grass

Lawn Rake

Width

50cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

l

£24.99

Unique curved fan shape, cleans and
collects grass from large areas
Specially designed tines which won’t
dig into the grass
Polypropylene body

10

4 009269 154208

4 009269 154000

4 009269 151009

4 009269 151207

£29.99

UBM

12
UIMC

Leaf Rake

Width

42cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

5
£14.99

For gathering leaves, grass clippings
and debris from paved areas
Ideal for use on hard ground

UHM

Longspan Rake

Width

58cm

Trade Pack

3

RRP
l

l

£39.99

Wide rake ideal for collecting large
quantities of clippings
Specially designed tines ‘glide’ over
lawn and won’t ‘bite’ in

UGM

Moss Removal Rake

URM3

Roller Moss Removal Rake

30cm

Width

30cm

Width
Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

4
£29.99

Clears moss and thatch from the lawn
Head swings back and forth to help
rake ‘glide’ over lawn when pushed
and ‘bite’ into the lawn when pulled

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

3
£39.99

Clears moss and thatch from the lawn
Head swings back and forth to help
rake ‘glide’ over lawn when pushed
and ‘bite’ into the lawn when pulled

multi-change®
Lawn Care Tools

4 009269 156004

4 009269 156400

4 009269 157704

4 009269 158206

multi-change® Weeding
The WOLF-Garten Weeding range can help you
to create the perfect lawn.
Our innovative tools allow chemical-free
weeding, with both a bespoke weeder and
multi-change® options available.
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KSM

Weeding Knife

Width

4cm

Trade Pack

10

RRP
l
l
l

IWA

Garden Weeder

Trade Pack

4

RRP

£59.99

£17.99

Manufactured from high quality steel
Integrated foot rest for extra leverage
Removes the toughest weeds with
little effort

l

l

l
l

l

Eco-friendly weeding without using
chemicals
D-Grip handle with soft zone
Length: 110 cm
Foldable foot step for space saving storage
Its deep reaching claws grab the weeds
from all directions (2 stainless steel
blades)
Ejection system helps to
release weed after pulling

10

4 009269 255400

IWM
Width

4cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

14

Weed Extractor
5
£17.99

Ideal for removing deep rooted weeds
Push into ground, twist and pull out

multi-change®
Weeding Tools

4 009269 255301

4 009269 305600

multi-change® Tree Care
without a Ladder
The multi-change® Tree Care without a Ladder
range has all the tools for reaching the heights,
without taking your feet off the ground. All tree
care activities can be safely carried out from the
ground without using a ladder.
Simply choose between a 3 or 4 metre extending
handle and select from our range of specific tree
care tool heads to maintain your trees with
little effort.
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PC145FS

Folding Pruning Saw

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

l

£29.99

Soft touch ergonomic handle and a
folding blade for safe storage
Special pull teeth for powerful and
effortless working
2 different working angles for easy
pruning

PC370MS

Pruning Saw

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

l

l

l

£29.99

Curved saw blade enables effortless
and powerful sawing
Integrated safety clip prevents
accidental release when working in trees
Pull saw with specially designed teeth
maximises cutting performance
Interchangeable with multi-change® for
safe sawing up to 5.5M
Reusable blade cover

PC370MSPRO
RRP
l

l

l

l

l

N.B. This item is a fixed hand tool and not
compatible with the multi-change® range

RCVM
Trade Pack
RRP
l

l
l

3
£65.99

Anvil action with 180O adjustable
working angle
For branches up to 40mm in diameter
4:1 pulley system for less effort and
easier pruning

RCM

3

RRP

l
l

RR200

Bypass Tree Lopper

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l
l
l
l
l

5
£99.99

Length 200cm
Cutting diameter 35mm
Bypass technology
1800 adjustable head
Simple and fast lock of the cutting head
Non-stick coated blades

RR400T

Bypass Tree Lopper

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l
l
l
l
l
l

£139.99

Length 240 - 400cm
Cutting diameter 35mm
Bypass technology
180O adjustable head
Simple and fast lock of the cutting head
Non-stick coated blades
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£45.99

Anvil action with precision ground blade
For branches up to 38mm in diameter
4:1 pulley system for less effort and
easier pruning

ZSM

Cord Tidy

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

4 008423 861389

4 008423 861181

4 008423 867435

Anvil Tree Lopper

Trade Pack

l

£39.99

Saw blade with branch hook, bark
scratcher and reusable blade cover
Curved saw blade enables effortless
and powerful sawing which prevents
bacterial infestation
Integrated safety clip prevents
accidental release when working in trees
Pull saw with specially designed teeth
maximises cutting performance
Interchangeable with multi-change®
for safe sawing up to 5.5M

4 008423 867459

Adjustable Anvil Tree Lopper

5

N.B. This item is
not compatible with
the multi-change® ZM02,
ZM04, ZMI12 and ZMI15
handles

N.B. This item is
not compatible with
the multi-change® ZM02,
ZM04, ZMI12 and ZMI15
handles

4 008423 867411

Professional Pruning Saw

Trade Pack

3
£34.99

Suitable for use with multi-change®
telescopic handles and tree care
equipment
Makes tree pruning more comfortable

RTM

Branch Hook

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

£14.99

The effortless way to remove cut
branches from trees
Particularly suitable for both shaking
and propping fruit trees

RGM

Adjustable Fruit Picker

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l
l

16

5
£19.99

A gentle pull and fruit drops into the
strong collection bag
Built in knife for stubborn stalks
Angle of cutting head adjusts for ease
of use

multi-change®
Tree Care Tools

4 009269 720038

4 009269 152006

4 009269 394604

4 009269 153201

4 009269 153300

multi-change® Cleaning
The multi-change® Cleaning range is useful for
cleaning patios, paths, decks, ponds and even
greenhouse windows. This comprehensive range
helps keep the home and garden spick and span,
whilst saving you valuable storage space, time
and effort.
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FBM

Weeding Brush

Trade Pack

FBME

Weeding Brush

10

RRP

£12.99

(Replacement Heads)
Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

Stiff steel bristles remove tough weeds
and moss from between paving slabs
Clears your patio quickly and without
bending

FKM

l
l

5

RRP

£9.99

£14.99

Stiff steel bristles remove tough weeds .
and moss from between paving slabs
and block paving
x 2 Replacement Block Brush
Easy to replace worn block

EWM

Window Washer

Width

35cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l

Garden Scraper

Trade Pack

l

For removing weeds and moss from
between paving
Sharp edge cuts weeds whilst hook
removes debris

l

l
l

£23.99

Broad washer with integrated swivel
joint and variable adjustment
Adjustable through 110o
Removable, washable mop head

10

2

4 009269 273145

4 009269 273107

4 009269 131001

4 009269 390804

18
FWM
		

Window Wiper

Width

35cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

l

5
£23.99

Broad wiper with high quality rubber
lip and integrated swivel joint
Adjusts to 110O due to
integrated hinge mechanism
Includes ZM02 handle

WKM

Pond Net

Size

35 x 30cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

5

WS80Z

80m Hose Reel Trolley

Trade Pack
RRP

1
£109.99

Aluminium Snow Shovel

Width

l

l

l

Gloss galvanised, durably rustprotected
Complete with hose connection
pieces 1/2"
Hose not included

45cm

Trade Pack
RRP

£29.99

Fine mesh makes collecting small
particles easier
Flexible frame protects fish and makes
collection easier

SNM45ZMAD

l
l
l
l
l

5
£64.99

For lifting, pushing and moving snow
Robust construction
Well balanced
With aluminium wear strip
Comes with 120cm D-Grip handle

multi-change®
Cleaning Tools

4 009269 291415

4 009269 390705

4 009269 153126

4 009269 291422

N.B.
Not compatable
with multi-change

4 009269 116985

multi-change® Sweeping
In the multi-change® Sweeping range we have
products for both everyday tasks and also for
specific cleaning tasks. For example, the Angle
Broom is perfect for effortlessly sweeping dirt
from the corners of rooms as well as reaching
cobwebs on high ceilings. The long bristles of the
Flexi Broom are ideal for cleaning gutters, around
the wheels of your car and other hard to reach
areas. Also the Dustpan can easily be attached to
a long multi-change® Handle for easy sweeping
up without the need to bend over and strain your
back.
Along with the WOLF-Garten multi-change®
Cleaning range, there is a solution to every task
so you can enjoy endless cleanliness.
19

BKM

Dustpan and Small Handle

B25M

Flexi Broom

B30M

Yard Broom

B40M

Patio Broom

25cm

Width

25cm

Width

31cm

Width

37cm

Width
Trade Pack

5

RRP
l
l

£23.99

Dustpan with broad plain
Adjusts to 150o due to
integrated hinge mechanism

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

4 009269 391207

5
£18.99

Handy broom with long elastic bristles
Ideal for clearing stairs, gutters and
narrow paved paths

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

5

Trade Pack

£19.99

RRP

For general use in the garden and
house
Tough PVC bristles, 70mm long

l
l

Tough long lasting PVC bristles
Suitable for large areas including paths
and patios

10

4 009269 158510

4 009269 158503

4 009269 390903

5
£19.99
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BS40M

Decking Brush

Width

37cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

5
£17.99

Broad scrubbing brush with robust
elastoflex bristles
Ideal for sweeping large areas on
terraces, decking and patios

BF40M

House Brush

Width

40cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

5
£19.99

Natural horsehair/flexon mix bristles
for optimum cleaning efficiency and
harder wear
For indoor and terrace use

BW25M

Angle Broom

Width

25cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

5
£19.99

The adjustable working angle
guarantees cleaning areas which are
out of reach
Also suitable for cleaning rain drains

multi-change®
Sweeping Tools

4 009269 158572

4 009269 158565

4 009269 391702

Secateurs
There are so many secateurs, how do you know
which one to use? Well, like loppers, that all
depends on the cutting job in hand. Is it trimming new stems or tougher woodier growth?
Bypass Secateurs work on a scissor like cutting
action with one blade ‘bypassing’ the other. They
are ideal for cutting growth which is younger
(up to 2 years old) as they provide a very clean
cut, essential for maintaining a healthy plant or
shrub. Little pressure is required in pruning of
this nature so the secateurs themselves are light
in weight. Bypass Secateurs can still be used
on older cuttings but a little more effort will be
required by the user.
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For older thicker stems, it is best to use an Anvil
Secateur to reduce the strain on the wrist and
hand. With Anvil Secateurs the blade closes
against a softer metal on the lower jaw, this
does not produce such a clean cut as a Bypass
Secateur, which is why it is not suited to young
stems but more to older wood where the cleanliness of the cut is not so important. Always
consider the density of the wood you are cutting
and ensure you have the right tool for the job;
you may want to upgrade the cutting tool to avoid
unnecessary strain on the hand.

RREN

Bypass Secateurs

Cutting Diameter

19mm

Trade Pack

5

RRP

£16.99

RR1500

Bypass Secateurs

Cutting Diameter

18mm

Trade Pack

5

RRP

£18.99

RR2500

Bypass Secateurs

Cutting Diameter

22mm

Trade Pack

5

RRP

£19.99

RR4000

Bypass Secateurs

Cutting Diameter

RR5000

Professional Bypass

22mm

Trade Pack

5

RRP

£24.99

Aluminium Secateurs
Cutting Diameter
Trade Pack
RRP

l
l

l

For delicate and precise pruning
Suitable for both left and right handed
use
Coated blades for non-stick pruning
and easy cleaning

l
l
l
l

Multi-purpose secateurs
Ideal for medium size hand
Easy to use locking mechanism
Internal spring mechanism

l
l
l
l

Ideal for medium size hand
Soft grip handle
Blade PTFE with non-stick coating
Internal spring mechanism

l
l
l
l

l

Ideal for large size hand
Soft grip handle
Replaceable upper blade
Comfortable robust bypass secateurs
for regular use
Internal spring mechanism

l
l

l
l

l

4 009269 722377

4 009269 304863

4 009269 304856

25mm
5
£44.99

Delicate and precise pruning
Robust aluminium handle with smooth
plastic insert
Integrated spring
Ergonomically designed blade to avoid
over extension of hand
Replaceable blades

10

4 009269 726306

4 009269 304887
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RSEN

Anvil Secateurs

Cutting Diameter

19mm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

l

5
£16.99

For tough, woody and general pruning
Suitable for both left and right handed
use
Coated blades for non-stick pruning
and easy cleaning

RS2500

Anvil Secateurs

Cutting Diameter

25mm

Trade Pack
RRP

5
£19.99

RS4000

Anvil Secateurs

Cutting Diameter

Professional Anvil
Aluminium Secateurs

25mm

Trade Pack
RRP

RS5000

5
£24.99

Cutting Diameter
Trade Pack
RRP

l
l
l
l

Ideal for medium size hand
Soft grip handle
Blade PTFE with non-stick coating
Internal spring mechanism

l
l
l
l

l

Ideal for large size hand
Soft grip handle
Replaceable upper blade
Comfortable robust anvil secateurs for
regular use
Internal spring mechanism

l
l

l
l

l

25mm
5
£44.99

For tough, woody pruning
Robust aluminium handle with smooth
plastic insert
Integrated spring
Ergonomically designed blade to avoid
over extension of hand
Easy to replace anvil block

Cutting Range
Secateurs

4 009269 285018

4 009269 304870

4 009269 304894

4 009269 730402

Loppers
A simple rule for choosing the right lopper is
bypass for younger branches and anvil for hardier
or dead wood. It is especially important to ensure
you use the right tool for the job when cutting
greener branches as the bypass lopper allows for
a more accurate cut without crushing the branch.
Be sure that the lopper will be able to make one
clean cut, otherwise you cause multiple wounds
to the branch that can attract insects or disease
more quickly. The longer the handles, the more
leverage you will have when cutting, making
it easier to achieve a clean cut. Telescopic
loppers are available in the WOLF-Garten range to
reach taller bushes.
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RR530

POWER Cut Bypass Lopper

Cutting Diameter

30mm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l
l
l

£29.99

New cutting head technology
Ergonomic 1-K plastic handles
Non-stick blades

RR630

POWER Cut Bypass Lopper

Cutting Diameter

35mm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l
l
l

£39.99

Simple leverage
Ergonomic 1-K plastic handles
Non-stick blades

*POWER Cut Bypass Lopper

Cutting Diameter

35mm

Trade Pack

4

RRP

£44.99

New cutting head technology
Ergonomic 1-K plastic handles
Non-stick blades

l
l
l

4 009269 305488

4 009269 305471

RR550

RR650

*POWER Cut Bypass Lopper

Cutting Diameter

40mm

Trade Pack

4

RRP
l
l
l

4 009269 305495

£49.99

New cutting head technology
Ergonomic 1-K plastic handles
Non-stick blades

RS650

*POWER Cut Anvil Lopper

Cutting Diameter
Trade Pack
RRP
l
l
l

New cutting head technology
Ergonomic 1-K plastic handles
Non-stick blades

40mm
4
£49.99

10

4 009269 305518

4 009269 305501
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RR750

**POWER Cut Bypass Lopper

Cutting Diameter

45mm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l
l

4
£59.99

New cutting head technology
Ergonomic handles with soft lining
Non-stick blades

RS750

**POWER Cut Anvil Lopper

Cutting Diameter

45mm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l
l

4
£59.99

New cutting head technology
Ergonomic handles with soft lining
Non-stick blades

RR900T

***POWER Cut Bypass Lopper

Cutting Diameter

50mm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l
l
l

2
£84.99

New cutting head technology
Telescopic adjustment: 650-900mm
Ergonomic handles with soft lining
Non-stick blades

RS900T

***POWER Cut Anvil Lopper

Cutting Diameter

50mm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l
l
l

2
£84.99

New cutting head technology
Telescopic adjustment: 650-900mm
Ergonomic handles with soft lining
Non-stick blades

Cutting Range
Loppers

4 009269 305525

4 009269 305532

4 009269 305549

4 009269 305556

Hedge Shears
From the smallest topiary box to the largest
boundary hedge, the WOLF-Garten range of
Shears has a tool for every job. They have been
designed with ergonomics in mind creating
premium performance without the effort. With
a top quality assortment, you can be sure of a
precise cutting performance that will last for
years to come.
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HSB

Box Tree Shear

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l

l
l
l

£34.99

Specially designed for trimming box
trees and other topiary plants
Curved double-edged blades
Short blades with plastic handle
Patented fine-adjustable bearing
clearance

l

l
l

3
£39.99

Curved non-stick coated double-edged
blades hold the cut material to prevent
it from falling
Shock absorbing buffers protect joints
Powerful shears that even cut through
thick branches

10

4 009269 743808

Trade Pack

l

RRP

l

Variable Hedge Shear

RRP

Traditional Hedge Shear

Trade Pack

l

4 009269 742405

HSG

HSTL

3
£49.99

With integrated adjustable blade
tension, reducing the effort by 40% for
cuts along the entire length of the
blades
Shock absorbing buffers protect joints
Curved double-edged blades prevents
cut material from falling

HS1000T

Telescopic Hedge Shear

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l
l
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4
£74.99

For general use as well as those hard
-to-reach places
Lightweight, strong ergonomic handles
Adjustable handle length from 700 to
1000mm

Cutting Range
Hedge Shears

4 009269 742603

4 009269 305860

Hand Grass Shears
The range of WOLF-Garten Hand Grass Shears
offer simple and economic tools for lawn edge
care. With three Grass Shears available there is
a choice in price and functionality to meet your
specifications.
The Multi-Purpose Scissors are designed for right
and left handed use. They are the ideal kitchen
scissors, suitable for use on flower stems as well
as rope, drapery and cardboard.
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RAX

l

l

RRP

£19.99

Universal scissors for the home and
garden
Cuts flowers, rope, drapery, wrapping
paper and cardboard
Double ground stainless steel blades

l
l

Trade Pack

l
l

l

Lawn edge cutting and care
1800 rotating blade head

4 009269 703178

Professional Grass Shears

RRP

6
£19.99

10

4 009269 721608

RIGC

Single Handed Grass Shear

Trade Pack

10

RRP
l

RJZ		

Multi-Purpose Scissors

Trade Pack

6
£24.99

For lawn edge cutting and care
Grass collector to prevent trimmings
falling into neighbouring beds
Hand grip and rotating blade as
per the comfort grass shears

RILL

Comfort Grass Shears

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

l
l
l
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6
£21.99

For lawn edge cutting and care
30% effort-saving due to non-stick
blades
Comfort grip handles
Hand protector
180O rotating blade head

Cutting Range
Grass Shears

4 009269 702379

4 009269 703079

Fixed Hand Tools
Designed with the smaller garden in mind, the
WOLF-Garten Fixed Hand Tools range is perfect
for working in areas where space is limited or
in densely planted flowerbeds. All tools are
lightweight and comfortable to use and are
designed to put the comfort back into
gardening. The 3 zone ergonomic design
makes for easier handling.

3-ZONE ERGONOMIC DESIGN
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1

2

3

CONTROL

COMFORT

POWER

FHN

Bulb Planter

Trade Pack

10

RRP
l
l
l

£9.99

For planting bulbs or bedding plants
Automatic soil release by simple press
Side measure to gauge planting depth

KA2K

Hand Grubber

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

KF2K

5
£9.99

RRP

For loosening and aerating soil in
rockery gardens and flower beds
Comfort grip handle for extra support
during the pulling movement

l

l

5
£9.99

Single-handed scraper for removing
moss and weeds from between slabs
Comfort grip handle for extra support
during the pulling movement

4 009269 271400

4 009269 232203

Scraper

Trade Pack

KS2K

Weeding/Planting Knife

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l
l

£9.99

For cutting out deep rooted weeds
Comfort grip handle for extra support
during the pulling movement

10

4 009269 272902

4 009269 277105

30
LD2K

Small Sweep

Width

11.5cm

Trade Pack

5

RRP
l
l

l

£9.99

For cleaning up foliage
Ideal for smaller flower beds or balcony
boxes
Comfort grip handle for extra support
during the pulling movement

LN2K

Double Hoe

Width

7cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l
l
l

5
£9.99

2 in 1: hoeing and loosening soil
Sharp blade for precision hoeing
3 sharp tines to loosen soil
Comfort grip handle for extra support
during the pulling movement

LU2B

Flower Fork

Width

7.5cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l
l

5
£9.99

For planting and transplanting in flower
beds or kitchen gardens
Strong steel tines
Comfort grip handle for extra support
during the pulling movement

LU2K

Wide Trowel

Width

7cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

5
£9.99

For planting and transplanting
Comfort grip handle for extra support
during the pulling movement

LU2P

Planting Trowel

Width

5cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

l

5
£9.99

For planting and transplanting
Similar to LU2K but narrow surface
area for precise planting
Comfort grip handle for extra support
during the pulling movement

Fixed Hand Tools
4 009269 272223

4 009269 302203

4 009269 292108

4 009269 291507

4 009269 291620

Simple, efficient and
leading-edge:
72V lithium-ion battery power
Better for you, your garden and the environment
The new, ultra-modern 72v rechargeable battery
technology – exclusively developed by WOLF-Garten –
is extremely powerful.
It is quiet, kind to the environment and requires
almost no maintenance and upkeep. With these
cordless, lightweight rechargeable battery power
tools, garden work will be sheer pleasure.
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Weather it is using the lawnmower, grass trimmer,
hedge trimmer or leaf blower – the 72v rechargeable
batteries deliver immediate power and offer the
longest time of all comparable battery-powered
garden tools. An integrated cooling and ventilation
system prevents overheating and guarantees longer
service life and safe charging.
The charging time with the 72v charging station is
just 1 hour and 80% recharge in just 45 minutes –
making it one of the fastest chargers on the market.
Very durable / No self discharge / Economical, quiet
and environmentally friendly / Extremely light,
handy and agile.

One rechargeable battery for all 72v garden tools

NEW 72V Battery Range
Versatile, lightweight and
cable free powered garden
tools

3

The WOLF-Garten 72 Volt Li-ion power battery
garden tool range is an interchangeable battery
system that delivers powerful garden tools without
engine fumes, tangled cables or short run times.
The perfect lightweight powered tool collection of a
grass trimmer, lawnmower, hedge trimmer and leaf
blower.

30T GRASS TRIMMER
Cutting Width

LI-ION

POWER

72V Li-ion Power
30cm

Trade Pack

1

55H HEDGE CUTTER
Cutting Width

72V Li-ion Power
55cm

Trade Pack

1

24B LEAF BLOWER
Air Throughput

72V Li-ion Power
750 m3/h

Trade Pack

RRP (with battery and charger) LIONPOWER30T SET

£299.99

RRP (with battery and charger) LIONPOWER55H SET

£299.99

RRP (with battery and charger) LIONPOWER24B SET

£299.99

RRP (without battery and charger) LIONPOWER30T

£99.99

RRP (without battery and charger) LIONPOWER55H

£119.99

RRP (without battery and charger) LIONPOWER24B

£119.99

l
l
l

l
l

l
l

Running time of over 60 minutes
Clip on head cover reduces clippings scatter
Full equipment includes brush cutter blade, cutting head cover, string 		
coil and shoulder strap
Tooless blade addition without removing the trimmer line
Telescopic handle for quick and easy adjustment to find the perfect 		
working height
Soft grip for greater comfort and control when cutting
Adjustable, tilting handle with edging function for neat lawn edges

l
l

l

l
l

l
l

NEW

Including battery
and charger

4 008423 874013

l

Running time of over 60 minutes
The ergonomic designed handle without soft grip inserts provides
safety and comfortable operation for hours of fatigue free use
Swivelling mechanism can be set to five angles: -95o/-45o/0o/45o/90o
meaning your hands are always in the optimum cutting position
Transparent hand guard for a clear, safe view when cutting
Impact guard for precise and safe cutting and the integrated
suspension eye provides quick and easy storage
Cutting length: 55cm
Cutting blade spacing: 26cm
Lightweight at just 4.5 Kg including the battery

Excluding battery
and charger

Including battery
and charger

4 008423 874020

4 008423 874068

l
l
l

l

l

l

Running time of over 60 minutes
Easy, fatigue free operation without bending or stooping over
Axial fan delivers maximum efficiency and effectiveness and speeds
of 240 Km/h
The short blower pipe ensures a wide airflow, while the longer pipe 		
generates the maximum air speed
Soft grip handle with turbo button to generate greater power when
needed at the touch of a button
Comes equipped with wide blower pipe with integrated leaf scraper,
direct point blower pipe and a shoulder strap

NEW

NEW

Excluding battery
and charger

4 008423 874075
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1

Including battery
and charger

4 008423 873993

Excluding battery
and charger

4 008423 874006

72V Li-ion Battery
Garden Tools

LAWNMOWERS
WOLF-Garten provides a wide array of powerful, lightweight and extremely manoeuvrable lawnmowers to
help maintain a beautiful lawn. This includes hand
push, electric and expert ranges, along with a new
cordless 72V Li-ion power battery range offering a
cable free alternative. With options to choose between
collecting grass clippings in a grass bag or mulching
clippings back into the lawn, WOLF-Garten lawnmowers feature technological innovations to help
keep lawn mowing easy and enjoyable.

CUT, COLLECT, MULCH
33

Flexible mowing systems offer a
choice between cutting, collecting
or mulching. The CCM-System
integrates all these functions with
timeless design and constant
technological innovation.
The advantages of mulching are:
l

l
l

It saves time and effort as the
collection bag doesn’t need
emptying
No disposal of clippings
The clippings provide the lawn
with moisture and valuable
nutrients

72V Battery Range

Ergonomic, fully foldable and height
adjustable handle with softgrip

The cable free alternative

72V Li-ion Battery

Capacity
Trade Pack

Cable free:
ultimate freedom
around your garden

The WOLF-Garten 72 Volt Li-ion power battery
lawnmower range is characterised by beautiful
design, modern 72V Li-ion power battery technology
and sophisticated cutting systems. With lightweight
chassis, super quiet operating and no cables to get
tangled, they provide the ultimate freedom around
your garden.

196-650-650

RRP
Collector bag with
full bag indicator

196-651-650

2.5Ah

Battery Charger

Charge Current

1

6 Amp

Trade Pack

£179.99

1

RRP

Replacement Li-ion battery for 72V
range
l Battery fully charged in
60 minutes

£109.99

Replacement Power Base Charger
for 72V Li-ion Battery
l 100% charge in 60 minutes
l 80% charge in 45 minutes

3

Comfortable carry handle

CCM-System: Cut, Collect
or Mulch by simply
turning the CCM-lever

Central cutting
height adjustment

2

Safety function - even
when the battery is
plugged in the mower
only runs in combination
with the key plugged in

2

Hard-wearing poly chassis

Advanced Cut and Collect System
delivers a beautiful even cutting
pattern and perfect bagging

LIONPOWER34

72V Li-ion Power 34

Cutting Width

34cm

Battery

180Wh 72V Li-ion

Trade Pack

1

RRP

£379.99
l

l

l
l

l
l

6 central height adjustment from
25mm – 75mm
3-in-1 functions, Cut, Collect
and Mulch
30ltr grass bag with full indicator
Quick release handle with soft
grip, fully foldable and height
adjustable
Weight 14kg
For lawn areas up to 250m2

4 008423 867497

LIONPOWER37

72V Li-ion Power 37

Cutting Width

37cm

Battery

180Wh 72V Li-ion

Trade Pack

1

RRP

£429.99
l

l

l
l

l
l

6 central height adjustment from
25mm – 75mm
3-in-1 functions, Cut, Collect
and Mulch
40ltr grass bag with full indicator
Quick release handle with soft
grip, fully foldable and height
adjustable
Weight 17kg
For lawn areas up to 300m2

4 008423 867503

4 008423 868111

4 008423 868104

LIONPOWER40
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72V Li-ion Power 40

Cutting Width

40cm

Battery

180Wh 72V Li-ion

Trade Pack

1

RRP

£469.99
l

l

l
l

l
l

6 central height adjustment from
25mm – 75mm
3-in-1 functions, Cut, Collect
and Mulch
45ltr grass bag with full indicator
Quick release handle with soft
grip, fully foldable and height
adjustable
Weight 18kg
For lawn areas up to 350m2

4 008423 867510

Powered Products

WPCM-F

Hand Push Cylinder Mower

Cutting Width

30cm

Trade Pack

1

RRP
l
l

3

l
l
l
l

£79.99

Cylinder blade cutting system
5 Helix - carbon steel blades
Easy action cutting height a
. djustment 10 - 40mm
Rear width roller for stripes
Upswept handle style with soft t. op handle grips
Front grass box
capacity 15ltr

5 050581 003483

S3200E

1000W Electric Select Mower

Cutting Width

32cm

Trade Pack

1

RRP

£114.99

S3800E

1400W Electric Select Mower

Cutting Width

38cm

Trade Pack

1

RRP

Plastic chassis
One hand switch
Single wheel 3 step cutting height a
. djustment 20 - 60mm
Weight 14kg
Grass bag capacity 40ltr
20m cable supplied

l

Plastic chassis
One hand switch
l Single wheel 3 step cutting height a
. djustment 20 - 60mm
l Weight 12kg
l Grass bag capacity 30ltr
l 20m cable supplied

l

l

l

4 009269 303330

4 009269 303347

l
l
l
l

£129.99

A320E
Cutting Width

1200W Electric Mower
32cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l
l
l
l
l

1
£129.99

Plastic chassis
One hand switch
Central 3 step cutting height adjustment 20 - 60mm
Weight 10kg
Grass bag capacity 26ltr
20m cable supplied

4 009269 306614

35
A340E

1400W Electric Mower

Cutting Width

34cm

Trade Pack

1

RRP
l
l
l
l
l
l

Plastic chassis
Bail arm switch
Soft grip handle
CCM System
ACC System
Central 6 step cutting
height adjustment
25 - 75mm

£179.99
l
l

l
l
l

Weight 14kg
Cable guide
“Flick-Flack®”
Grass bag capacity 30ltr
High Wheels
15m integrated cable

A370E

1600W Electric Mower

Cutting Width

37cm

Trade Pack

1

RRP
l
l
l
l
l
l

Plastic chassis
Bail arm switch
Soft grip handle
CCM System
ACC System
Central 6 step cutting
height adjustment
25 - 75mm

£219.99
l
l

l
l
l

Weight 17kg
Cable guide
“Flick-Flack®”
Grass bag capacity 40ltr
High Wheels
20m cable supplied

A400E

1800W Electric Mower

Cutting Width

40cm

Trade Pack

1

RRP
l
l
l
l
l
l

Plastic chassis
Bail arm switch
Soft grip handle
CCM System
ACC System
Central 6 step cutting
height adjustment
25 - 75mm

£249.99
l
l

l
l
l

Weight 18kg
Cable guide
“Flick-Flack®”
Grass bag capacity 45ltr
High Wheels
20m cable supplied

Advanced Cut and Collect System (ACC)
The WOLF-Garten ACC system has been
designed to generate a strong airflow to
straighten grass stems before cutting.
This ensures a beautiful even cut and
accelerates the cuttings into the grass
bag.
Powered Products

4 008423 861150

4 008423 861167

E34E

1400W Electric Expert 34E Mower

Cutting Width

34cm

Trade Pack

1

RRP
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

£239.99

“3-in-1” cut, collecting wet or dry, .mulch
function
Height adjustment of handlebar
Anti-kink cable
Soft grip handles and soft wheels
Central height adjustment 20 - 60mm
Grassbag filling level indicator
Cable guide “Flick-Flack®”
20m cable supplied
Weight 15 kg
Grass bag capacity 35ltr

E37E

1500W Electric Expert 37E Mower

Cutting Width

37cm

Trade Pack

1

RRP
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

£249.99

“3-in-1” cut, collecting wet or dry, mulch
function
Height adjustment of handlebar
Anti-kink cable
Soft grip handles and soft wheels
Central height adjustment 20 - 60mm
Grassbag filling level indicator
Cable guide “Flick-Flack®”
20m cable supplied
Weight 16 kg
Grass bag capacity 35ltr

E40E

1600W Electric Expert 40E Mower

Cutting Width

40cm

Trade Pack

1

RRP
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

£289.99

“3-in-1” cut, collecting wet or dry, .mulch
function
Height adjustment of handlebar
Anti-kink cable
Soft grip handles and soft wheels
Central height adjustment 25 - 80mm
Grassbag filling level indicator
Cable guide “Flick-Flack®”
20m cable supplied
Weight 25 kg
Grass bag capacity 55ltr

E40EA

1600W Electric Expert 40EA Mower

Cutting Width

40cm

Trade Pack

1

RRP
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

£329.99

“3-in-1” cut, collecting wet or dry, mulch
function
Height adjustment of handlebar
Anti-kink cable
Soft grip handles and soft wheels
Central height adjustment 25 - 80mm
Grassbag filling level indicator
Self propelled, 1-3.6km/h
Cable guide “Flick-Flack®”
20m cable supplied
Weight 26 kg
Grass bag capacity 55ltr

5
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4 009269 304924

4 009269 304931

4 009269 304948

4 009269 304955

The Triplex System® - mowing faster, better, cleaner!
On Expert electric mowers our patented Triplex System®
guarantees the absolute filling of the collecting bag, with
either dry, wet and/or high grass. During mowing, the
clippings are sucked in by a heavy flow of air, this
circulation is created by the rotation movement of the
precision blades.
Powered Products

Shredders, Tillers and
Scarifiers
The WOLF-Garten Universal Shredder converts
garden waste into valuable compost or mulch.
The cut and crush action of the cutting system
can convert even woody waste up to 40mm
diameter into quality compost, quickly and
quietly. Processed material can be used as mulch
on borders and beds.
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The WOLF-Garten Scarifiers remove organic
matter from around the grass roots and tidy up
any straggly lateral growth. When this layer of
thatch and moss is removed, vital nutrients,
oxygen and water can penetrate the soil to be
absorbed by the grass roots, encouraging lawn
re-growth.

VS302E

1200W Electric Scarifier

Working Width

30cm

Trade Pack

1

RRP
l
l
l

l
l

£149.99

5 height positions
35 litre grass bag
Folding, height adjustable handle with
soft grip
20m cable supplied
Optional moss rake available

VA346E

1600W Electric Scarifier

Working Width

34cm

Trade Pack

1

RRP
l
l
l
l

l

£209.99

5 height positions
45 litre grass bag
2 in 1 scarifier and moss rake
Folding, height adjustable handle with
soft grip
20m cable supplied

C30E
30cm Electric Tiller
		
Engine

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

SDE2800EVO

Universal Shredder

Engine

1400 Watt

2800 Watt

Trade Pack

1

1

RRP

£219.99

30cm working width
13 kg in weight
Powerful electric cultivator
Specially designed tines break
down tough clods
Light enough to transport
Rear wheels for manoeuvrability
4 tines
20m cable supplied

l
l

l
l
l
l
l

l

£259.99

Shredding system: 2 reversible blades
Engine protection and zero voltage
switch
Re-start safety device
Engine brake
Robust collector box included
Acoustic level: 104 dB(A)
Engine protection and zero-voltage
switch
20m cable
supplied

3
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4 009269 306201

TKVV

Collector Bag

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

4 009269 366007

4 009269 306225

1
£34.99

Collector bag for UV3OEV, UV32EV
and UV34E
60ltr capacity

TK30

Collector Bag

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

1
£29.99

BS1363/20
Trade Pack

20m Cable
1

RRP

£21.99

UGM
Width

URM3

Roller Moss Removal Rake

30cm

Width

30cm

Trade Pack
RRP

Collector bag for UV29EV
30ltr capacity

Moss Removal Rake

l
l

4
£29.99

Clears moss and thatch from the lawn
Head swings back and forth to help
rake ‘glide’ over lawn when pushed
and ‘bite’ into the lawn when pulled

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

Clears moss and thatch from the lawn
Head swings back and forth to help
rake ‘glide’ over lawn when pushed
and ‘bite’ into the lawn when pulled

10

4 009269 363495

4 009269 361866

4 009269 455626

4 009269 157704

3
£39.99

10

4 009269 158206

Powered Products

Trimmers
The WOLF-Garten Trimmers are designed to meet
the highest industry standards. They have many
innovative features including a working head that
rotates through 90˚ for trimming and edging, they
have a low vibration output to offer controlled and
comfortable handling and they are lightweight
yet powerful in performance.
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GTE840

400W Twin Line Trimmer

Cutting Width
Trade Pack

l
l
l
l
l
l

450W Twin Line Trimmer

Cutting Width

1

RRP
l

GTE845

23cm

25cm

Trade Pack

£79.99

RRP

Twin line spools, both 5m x 1.6mm
Second adjustable hand grip
Trim and Edge function
Extremely quiet operation
Telescopic handle
Weight 1.9 kg
20m cable supplied

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

1
£94.99

Twin line spools, both 5m x 1.6mm
Second adjustable hand grip
Trim and Edge function
Extremely quiet operation
Telescopic handle
Wheels
Weight 2.2 kg
20m cable supplied

GTE850

500W Twin Line Trimmer

Cutting Width

27cm

Trade Pack

1

RRP
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

£109.99

Twin line spools, both 5m x 1.6mm
Second adjustable hand grip
Trim and Edge function
Extremely quiet operation
Telescopic shaft handle
Plant protection guard
Cutting control guard
Adjustable wheel support
Weight 2.8 kg
20m cable supplied

3
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4 009269 040532

GTF7

Trimmer Spool

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l
l

1
£4.49

Line spool length 15m
Line diameter length 1.6mm
For use with GT840

4 009269 713085

4 009269 306522

4 009269 306515

GTF8

Trimmer Spool

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l
l

1
£4.49

Line spool length 2 x 6m
Line diameter length 1.6mm
For use with GT845 and GT850

4 009269 713689

GTF10

Trimmer Spool

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l
l

1
£3.49

Line length 2 x 5m
Line diameter 1.6mm
For use with all GT800 Series Trimmers
2013 models onwards

4 009269 713665

RQFA

Trimmer Spool

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l
l

1
£3.99

Line spool length 5m
Line diameter length 1.4mm
For use with RQ250 and GT815AC/GB

4 009269 791311

Powered Products

Hedge Trimmers
The WOLF-Garten collection of electric Hedge
Trimmers are designed with double-sided
diamond-ground blades to offer a professional
trimming finish for medium to large hedges with
thick branches. The 1800 rotating blade head
with 5 lockable working positions, allows access
to all different angles and makes tackling even
awkward hedges easy.
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HSE55V

Rotating Blade
Electric Hedge Trimmer

Cutting Length

55cm

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

1
£129.99

2 hand safety switch
Quick blade stop 0.02 sec
Rotating double-edged blades, ground
for extra strength
Anti-block system
Engine 230v / 500w
Weight 3.8 kg
20m cable supplied

3

4 009269 744508
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HSE65V

Rotating Blade
Electric Hedge Trimmer

Cutting Length

65cm

Trade Pack

1

RRP
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

£139.99

2 hand safety switch
Quick blade stop 0.02 sec
Rotating double-edged blades, ground
for extra strength
Anti-block system
Engine 230v / 600w
Weight 3.9 kg
20m cable supplied

4 009269 745000

Powered Products

Lithium-ion Power
The advantages of WOLF-Garten Li-ion Power
are clear: work is cable free with lightweight
electric motors in a comprehensive range of
integrated and exchangeable battery tools.
Li-ion batteries are designed to be user and
environmentally friendly, safe and economical.
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PSA700

Li-ion Power Pole Saw

Cutting Length
Battery

20cm
18V/3.0Ah Li-ion Power

Trade Pack

1

RRP
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

£229.99

Exchangeable battery system
2 hours charging time
30 minutes running time =
70 dry-wood cuts, diameter 70mm
Chain speed 3.5m/s
Weight 4kg
2.95m telescopic handle
Li-ion power pack included

HTA700
Battery

BA700

Li-ion Power Leaf Blower

GTA700

30 cm Li-ion Power Trimmer

45cm

Battery

18V/1.5Ah Li-ion Power

Battery

18V/1.5Ah Li-ion Power

18V/1.5Ah Li-ion Power

Trade Pack
RRP
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

4 009269 304795

Li-ion Power Hedge Cutter

Cutting Length

1

Trade Pack

1

RRP

£139.99

Trade Pack

1

RRP

£149.99

£159.99

Exchangeable battery system
1.2 hours charging time and
40 minutes running time
1250 blade strokes per minute
Cuts branches up to 12mm
16mm blade clearance
Counter rotating laser cut blades
Diamond ground blades
Weight 2kg
Li-ion power pack included

CSA700

Li-ion Power Chainsaw

Dimensions
Battery

20cm
18V/3.0Ah Li-ion Power

Trade Pack

1

RRP
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

Exchangeable battery system
1.2 hours charging time and
15 minutes running time
Idling speed: 11,000rpm
Air volume 5.3m3/min
Air speed up to 200km/h
2 stage switch
Weight 1.5kg
Li-ion power pack included

l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

Exchangeable battery system
1.2 hours charging time and
20 minutes running time
Idling speed: 8,000rpm
Automatic lie feed
Telescopic handle
“Trim and Edge” function
Weight 2kg
Li-ion power pack included

4 009269 304764

4 009269 304771

l
l
l

l
l
l
l

£209.99

Exchangeable battery system
2 hours charging time
40 minutes running time =
110 dry-wood cuts, diameter 70mm
Chain speed 3.5m/s
Weight 2.7kg
2 hand safety switch
Li-ion power pack included

4 009269 304788

3

4 009269 304757
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PP5

Li-ion Power

		

Interchangeable Battery

Charge

18V / 1.5Ah

Trade Pack
Cable free:
ultimate freedom
around your garden

RRP
Collector bag with full bag indicator

l

l

CCM-System: Cut, Collect
or Mulch by simply
turning the CCM-lever
Safety function - even
when the battery is
plugged in the mower
only runs in combination
with the key plugged in

1
£69.99

Exchangeable battery for Li-ion Power
700 range
Charging time 1.2 hours

PP6

Li-ion Power

		

Interchangeable Battery

Charge

18V / 3.0Ah

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

GTF700

Replacement Spool

Trade Pack

1

RRP

£4.49

1
£109.99

l

For use with GTA700

Exchangeable battery for Li-ion Power
700 range
Charging time 2 hours

Comfortable carry handle
Central cutting
height adjustment
Advanced Cut and
Collect System delivers
a beautiful even cutting
pattern and perfect
bagging

Hard-wearing poly chassis
N.B. The 72V Li-ion battery is not interchangeable with the 18V Li-ion Power system

4 009269 304979

4 009269 304986

4 009269 305891

Powered Products

GHBO7

Small Washable

GHBO8

Soil Care Gloves

		

Trade Pack

12

RRP
l
l
l

£4.99

Designed for soil cultivation tasks
Integrated pores allow the skin to breathe
Elasticated wrist cuff

l

Tool Rack

Trade Pack
RRP
l

l

5
£24.99

Space saving storage of home and
garden equipment
80cm in width

4 009269 161602

£4.99
Designed for soil cultivation tasks
Integrated pores allow the skin to breathe
Elasticated wrist cuff

4 009269 776608
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UMM

12

RRP

l

GHBO10

Soil Care Gloves

Trade Pack

l

4 009269 776592

Medium Washable

Large Washable
Soil Care Gloves

Trade Pack

12

RRP
l
l
l

£4.99
Designed for soil cultivation tasks
Integrated pores allow the skin to breathe
Elasticated wrist cuff

4 009269 776615

Wolf-Garten Online
For information and to share your
experiences, join our conversation
online. You will find advice, news
and competitions giving you the
opportunity to win WOLF-Garten
garden tools.
www.wolfgarten-tools.co.uk
WOLF-Garten Garden Tools
@WGGardenTools

Stockist locator
Wolf-Garten gardening equipment is
available to buy at more than 1,000
selected outlets in the UK.
Our online stockist locator will help
you find the store closest to you.
Choose from garden centres and
independent garden specialists
depending on your products and
service requirements.
Hand Tools
Powered Tools
Service

wolfgarten-tools.co.uk

Bound by tradition – the story of WOLF-Garten

10

It all began with minor inventions that put the WOLF company on the map. One
of the first achievements was the draw hoe, a tool designed to make agricultural
work easier. Gregor Wolf developed it in 1927 in the ironware factory that his father
August Wolf had founded together with his sons Gregor and Otto in 1922. The idea
first came to him on his way home from work, while observing local farmers working their fields.
This initial innovation was followed by many others. In 1953 the WOLF Geräte
GmbH was the first company in Europe to offer lawnmowers with rotating blades. In
1958 WOLF introduced the first electrical lawnmower to the European market prior
to developing the world's most silent petrol lawnmower in 1975.

Over the years, the company has developed a clear and distinctive profile in the
“green area”. The WOLF Geräte GmbH of the early era became WOLF-Garten, an
established company known for their key skills regarding product quality, product
diversity and gardening know-how with an expertise in environmental awareness.
The focused research and development work in its own research institutes was just
as important for their growth as the development of new market segments.
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Later global innovations helped give the brand the distinctive wolf face on a red
background. WOLF-Garten is highly successful with its innovative multi-change®
system that has guaranteed top quality for more than 30 years and confidently
provides a 10-year warranty for all associated products. The development of innovative seed and fertiliser products, as well as the extension of its lawnmower range
have demonstrated the strength and diversity of the company. WOLF-Garten was
one of the first companies to offer a wide range of versatile lawn tractors to the
European market. Handheld all-season tools and special devices for winter use
round off the WOLF-Garten range.
WOLF-Garten promotes environmentally compatible technologies in times of
climate change. The BluePower program, which extends through most product
groups, clearly show the commitment of WOLF-Garten.
Numerous quality awards and excellent results in comparative testings document
why the trust of novice as well as professional gardeners throughout Europe is
justified by the quality and innovative strength of WOLF-Garten. Making garden
work easier, more enjoyable and more environmentally compatible will guide our
corporate future like a green beacon. This goal is fully supported by our employees. It is them who ensure the familiar reliability, the high quality standard of the
company and the inexhaustible innovative drive of WOLF-Garten.

To assure you of the quality of our range, all garden tools come with a 10 year guarantee for
manufacturer’s fault (not wear and tear). The electric range also comes with a guarantee of between
3 and 5 years depending on product.
E. P. Barrus Ltd reserve the right to make changes, including pricing, content and description at any time
without notice. E. P. Barrus Ltd terms and conditions apply. While stocks last.
To find a local spares stockist please contact Customer Services.
The Forest Stewardship Council® FSC® offers a solution which enables us to demonstrate, through
independent certification, that the paper products we sell or use in our business come from well
managed sources and exclude the risk of using illegally logged timber or funding conflict.

www.wolfgarten-tools.co.uk
WOLF-Garten Division, E. P. Barrus Ltd.,
Glen Way, Launton Road, Bicester, Oxfordshire, OX26 4UR
Tel: 01869 363674 Fax: 0871 429 1498 Email: WOLF-Garten@barrus.co.uk
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CELEBRATING OUR FIRST 1OO YEARS,
GEARING UP FOR THE NEXT.

